
Term 4 Week 1   
Stage 2 EAL/D 

with Mrs Jones and Mrs Dower 



Monday  Similes 

LI: Identify and use similes in our writing 

SC: I can choose two objects or people to compare 
     I can use ‘like’ or ‘as’ to compare the two 
     I can make sure the sentence makes sense 

Let’s refresh our memory on what a ‘simile’ is.  

A simile is a type of figure of speech. It is when one thing is 
compared to another using the words ‘like’ or ‘as’. Similes can be as 
descriptive as the writer chooses.  

E.g. Lucy was as busy as a bee. 



 



TASK:  

Create your own similes about the features of Sydney/
Australia.  

Be creative in describing aspects of our city/country by 
using similes to help paint a picture.  

Challenge yourself to use creative examples, but 
remember that they still need to be able to make sense 
when someone else reads your simile.  

Aim to create at least 3 different similes before drawing 
images to depict your representations.  



 



Tuesday  Metaphors 

LI: write a range of metaphors. 

SC: I can use ‘is’ or ‘are’ in my metaphors. 
     I can compare two objects that are unlike each other. 

A metaphor is another type of figure of speech that is used to 
compare different objects and things.  In a metaphor, 
objects/ideas are referred to directly as something it is not.  

We use them to create a more imaginative description of 
something.	When we write metaphors we often use the words 
‘is’ , ‘was’ and ‘are’.  



TASK: 

Using the images on the next couple of slides, you must create 
a range of metaphors to describe the image. Write at least 3.  

Remember metaphors are comparing an object or idea. It 
needs to directly state that the object is or was something 
else.  



  

  



Wednesday  
Today you are going to listen to a story titled My Rotten Red Headed 
Older Brother. I want you to pay special attention to any metaphors or 
similes that you can hear when listening to this story.   

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ogoEpqfdVaw

My Rotten Red Headed Older Brother

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ogoEpqfdVaw


Task 

Patricia Polacco the author of My Rotten Red Headed Older 
Brother uses some similes in her book.  

Questions 

1. What simile did the author use to describe Richie’s hair?  

______________________________________________ 

2. What did the simile like a weasel mean? 

______________________________________________ 

3. Can you think of a simile to describe Bubbie? Bubbie is Patricia 
and Richie’s grandmother.  

____________________________________________ 



Thursday  

 



 



 



 



 



Friday  

It’s time to revise what we have learned so far about similes 
and metaphors. Copy the link below to watch Similes and 
Metaphors by The Bazillions! 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uoSBVNUO2LU

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uoSBVNUO2LU


Now are going to play a fun game where you will need to 
identify similes, metaphors, hyperbole and personification! It’s 
a tonne of fun! Copy the link below to get started. 

 

 

 

https://www.roomrecess.com/mobile/
CannonballCats/play.html


